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In today’s complex IT world, data centers run several thousand jobs. Maintaining them throughout the Job 

Control Language (JCL) lifecycle can be challenging. In addition to job validation that ensures syntactic 

correctness, there is also a need to maintain documentation for these jobs. Rocket Software offers 

DOCU/TEXT to streamline your operations by generating operations and systems documentation from 

existing sources within the data center to help any data center with their production JCL environment. 

Generate documentation for 
streamlined operations
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Increases production efficiency 
Enables efficient production, 
JCL analysis, and operations 
documentation.

Accelerates turnaround time  
Returns jobs to production faster 
due to reduced research and 
analysis time.

Creates comprehensive 
documentation  
Generates complete, reliable, 
accurate job documentation.

Interfaces with data center 
solutions   
Interfaces with library 
management, tape management, 
change control, schedulers, 
security, and other data center 
software products.Automates tasks

Eliminates the manual work 
involved in documenting jobs.

Benefits/Features
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Promote knowledge and understanding of critical JCL in 
your IBM Z® environment with operations and systems 
documentation from Rocket DOCU/TEXT.

Book a demoVisit RocketSoftware.com

Benefits of DOCU/TEXT:

Automatic document 
production  
DOCU/TEXT generates reports 
from existing sources in data 
centers resulting in reliable, 
accurate, and complete job 
documentation.

Plan for the future  
DOCU/TEXT automatically 
produces run books that 
provide instant access to 
critical operations information.

Automation increases 
productivity  
DOCU/TEXT eliminates the 
manual work involved with 
completing a project, increasing 
productivity.

Manage change carefully   
DOCU/TEXT produces 
an enterprise-wide cross 
reference that parses the Job 
Control Language, extracts key 
elements, and organizes them 
in a repository.

Rocket® JOB/SCAN is a natural pairing with DOCU/TEXT to bring JCL 
Management tooling for your developers to complement the documentation 
and cross-referencing provided by DOCU/TEXT.
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